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Summation of BCSD Meeting on 10/18/11 
*************************************************************** 
My name is Dan Beste and I have far more questions and concerns regarding TERC Investigations and 
Connected Mathematics 2 than I have answers. 
 

1. We believe it would be to the public's and BCSD's benefit, if the District’s Teachers were engaged and 
free to make their own assessments and suggestions regarding the current K-5 and 6-8 curricula.  We 
suggest making available an ongoing anonymous public survey or comment blog that the teachers could 
use as a platform to convey and share their opinions and experiences with these new programs. 

 
2. We encourage members of the administration, school board, teachers, concerned parents and the 

general public to visit the BlaineParents.org website to get better familiarized with the overwhelmingly 
negative reviews of the math curricula.  Both of these curricula are at the extreme end of 
Reform/Constructivist Math spectrum.  They are NOT considered a “good balanced math program” by 
most, as described to attendees of the Hemingway Meeting by Patty McLean.   Math Wars is not new, 
the discovery based pedagogy and lack of Math these curricula exhibit should have been clearly 
explained to the Public and the School Board prior to approval. 

 
3. A pattern of using unverified statements, illusive answers and failure to provide promised documentation 

has already been formed by this administration on the topic. We request the questions already asked in 
person at the meetings at Hemingway and HES be properly replied to and to queries made in the future. 
If documentation or research are asked for and the request is accepted, it needs to be made publicly 
available in a timely fashion. 

 
We would like a definitive answer to these questions:   
 
Are the standard algorithms going to be introduced, developed and practiced in K-8 to the extent a student 
becomes fluent in their use as mandated in the upcoming CCSS? 
 
How will this be implemented by core curricula that almost fails to even introduce these algorithms, let alone 
develop the student’s fluent use of them? 
 
 If supplementation is going to be used to teach the standard algorithms, we would like an update on their 
development and integration schedule.  We are assuming the District isn't going to ad lib this and turn it into an 
ad hoc/ every classroom for itself adventure. 
 
Ultimately we are the Administrators of our children's education and have the most at stake.  We have elected 
this school board to represent us as an overseer of this administration’s suggestions, decisions and actions.  
Your approval to discard a successful and consistent traditional math program, that we parents are best 
equipped to help our children at home with, and radically transition to the extreme edge of reform/constructivist 
math pedagogy has us frankly frustrated and disappointed. These curricula have already been dropped across 
the country, banned in some states and their publisher’s claims of success are still unverified after 20 years by 
independent studies.  
 
Everyone agrees that the teacher ’s role is vital in a student’s education, why would this District choose 2 
curricula whose core pedagogy is to minimize the teachers role in the classroom?  
 
It appears the District is woefully unprepared for this radical transition from Traditional Math Curricula and 
suggest returning to a Traditional Math based program utilizing TERC Investigations and Connected 
Mathematics 2 as a valuable supplemental resource before our children are completely lost while discovering the 
extensive World of Math. 
 
Thank you for the time to consider our concerns. 


